
ICASA provides its software suite with
HOS/BOS functionality and fleet card
management worldwide
From the headquarters in Belgium and the foreign branch offices, ICASA fully focuses on
providing its software suite with HOS/BOS functionality and fleet card management
worldwide. To support this growth, ICASA is looking for enthusiastic people to be part of
their ambitious team.

With more than 30 years of experience in the energy sector, ICASA has become a major player with
its total and integrated cloud solution for the management of all downstream activities.

‘The ICT sector is ever-evolving, and with the ICASA Energy Software Suite with HOS/BOS functionality
we stay closely on track of these developments’, Rudi Bollen - CEO of ICASA - explains. ‘As the fuel
retail market and the needs of the customers evolve, ICASA is constantly adjusting and enhancing its
ICASA Energy Suite. Tomorrow’s Energy Management, Today with ICASA.’

Worldwide partnerships
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From the headquarters in Belgium and the different branch offices, ICASA fully focuses on providing
its software suite worldwide. In the context of this further internationalization, ICASA has already
established several partnerships with multiple forecourt suppliers and downstream consulting firms in
different countries.

Ambitious team

‘As ICASA continues to grow geographically and to develop and improve services and solutions, we
are constantly looking for enthusiastic people with technical skills’, Rudi continues. ‘Would you like to
be part of our ambitious team? At ICASA customer and employee satisfaction go hand in hand. The
dynamics that we radiate and the growth we achieve year after year, is largely due to the motivation
and expertise of our employees. As a close team, we try to meet the individual needs of our
customers and focus on a long-term relationship. We value our customers as partners throughout our
journey and evolution from cloud suite to Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and Energy as a Service (EaaS),
in a world using new digital technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (iOT),
….‘

Practically

Do you want to be part of our international journey? We are currently looking for an ambitious
International Business Development Consultant, Software Developers, Implementation Consultants
and Technical Application Engineers. Get in touch via jobs@icasa-group.com and convince us of your
personality and technical skills.

More info on ICASA and their products and services? Contact Katrijn Elias (Marketing Manager) at +32
11 85 80 80.

Contact information
ICASA
Wetenschapspark 23
3590 Diepenbeek
Belgium

 +32 11858080

 +32 11873148
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